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Legalities delay day care center
Robert Sechen, secretary of center that "will hopefully,
Affairs ~aid the University ·
finance and author of the . while serving the needs of the
would like to see the day care
center implemented here but he .working papers on day care, working students, also be · an
sees no way around the statute. said Friday thai: he will meet ·educational experience for both
Plans for a day care center to
the University - and . the
DiVito Sept. 26.
In a Sept. 7 letter i:o Walbolt,
be · housed in the Catholic
_Both Sechen and Father preschooler who attends the ·
Student Center have suffered a
John J. DiVito, attorney
representing the St. Petersburg Austin Mullen, director of the day care center." ·
setback due to a legal quirk
·The service would be geared
diocese (own~r of the Catholic
Catholic Center since 1970,
involving liability.
to
2-5 year olds. In its pilot
Student · Center) said the appear optimistic about the
A Florida statute prohibii:s
stages
the program would
possibilities of resolving the
diocese does not wish to be held
the · state or any state agency
·
accommodate
60 children.
legal problems and that the day
responsible for injuries and
such as the University to enter
Eligibility
for
the day care .
tnto . "hold
harmless" · damages occurring at the care center will open Qtr. 2.
..
is
also
outlined
in the
center
Father Mulleri said he has
agreeµients m 'Yhich the · proposed day care center.
"l.)
paper
on
the
basis
of:
DiVito added he hopei:{ to and will continue to act liason
agency
must
accept
financial
need
of
a
full-fee
responslbility for bodily injury .· meet with University between the University and the
· paying · student, 2.) student
· representatives to · find an diocese.
or property damages.
classification of both parents,
Sechen's
paper
proposes
a
alternative
plan
for
"this
most
Dan Walbolt, assistant to the
pilot program for the day care
laudable project."
vice president for Student
Con·tinued on page 5
By Christy Barbee
Oracle Staff Writer
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TODAY'S WEATHER
Chances of thundershowers this
afternoon. Otherwise partly cloudy
through Thursday. N ortheasterly
winds 10~15 mph. High today low
90s. Low in middle 70s.·
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Forced resignation claimed-

Prof files suit against USF
By Michael Kilgore
Oracle Staff Writer

A former assistant professor
in Afro-American Studies who
claimed he , resigned· under

Administration pressure . did . charging he was ordered to
not teach yesterday despite a . resign or b~ fired, by USF
suit he filei:l in U.S. District officials~ filed suit seeking an
Court Monday.
injunction which would order
Edward
McDonald, !he University to reinstate him

McDonald said yesterday
that during a meeting in midMarch with Riggs and
University Counsel Larry
Robinson he was read a list of
charges which · included
"incompetence" and "moral
interpitude" · and was ordered
to quit or be.fired. .
McDonald said he offered to
take a polygraph test but was
turned down.
" T hey said no because they
knew it (the c:h_arge) was a lie
and they wanted an excuse for
firing me," McDonald said.

Down in
the dumps·
A mound of dirt and a
heavy schedule bear down
, . on freshman Jay Robinson
: and his bench at the
construction site east of the
Lan-Lit Building . .
~

.

I

.

for the first day of classes.
Sources in the office of Dr.
Carl Riggs, vice pr~ ident for
Academic Affairs, . said late
yesterday afternoon that
, "nothing new" hac;i happened
in the McDonald case, and that
Riggs had not received the suit.
· Riggs said he would not
comment on the case until he
saw the suit.

m
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He submitted his resignation
March 26. Four days later he
attempted to withdraw his
resignation, claiming pressure
from Riggs and Robinson
forced him to resign. The
request was denied.
McDonald lodged a formal
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'They said no because they
knew it was a lie and they
wanted an excuse for firing
me.'
--Edward -McDonald
complaint with _the University
Equal
Opportunity
Commission (EOC), charging
the · University·
had
discriminated against him
. because of race.
After . investigation by an
EOC
committee member and
.
an appearance by McDonal
before the committee, the EOC
found "no additional evidence
that would suggest to us that
there is anything we can do
about your case."
Troy . Collier, Equal
Opportunity Officer, added.
yesterday that the · committee .
had
"fou nd
·some '
irregularities"
in
the
McDonald case but that these
were not wit!hin the scopeo f his
committee.
McDo~ald ~ccused the EOC
as doing a "perfectly lousy .
job" and sai:d they didn 't.fully
investigate his charges. ,
"The don't take themselves
· seriously enough;" McDonald
said.
0

Shuttle service scrapped
.

.

.

-

.

By Tom Palmer
.Oracle Staff Writer ..

the parking decal or student activity fee
money;

No shuttle service will be available
between campus and nearby off-campus
areas this year due to lack of funds .

Hardey said campus projects like
lighting arid sidewalks have higher
priority, adding that the student activity
budget was already set.

Albert C. Hartley, vice president for
Administrative Affairs, said there is no
· state funding for the pro ject and th e
money would have to come from either

Last' July The Oracle reported that
Hardey was working with Don
And erson from University Plann i-ng on
a proposal for some --type of shuttle

system for comqmter students.
· One of the many plans under
consideration . would have used airconditioned, 29-passenger mini- buses
on 32 trips a day around USF in
cooperation with the City of Tampa.
Student Finance Secretary Robert
Sechen, who was also consulted in
planning for the shuttle, said it might
have served a maximum of 2,100
students .

.

.

Two buses from the City of T ampa
would have cost $8 ;640 a quarter;
running on a deficit even if students
were charged ten cents a t; ip.
He added that in the mornings the
buses would be full inbound , but nearly
empty upon leaving fonhe off-campus
·areas. "They were just no t cost-:
effective," Sechen concluded.

~
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Cut off drug harborers
WASHINGTON (UPI) President Nixon Monday
warned he will suspend {J.S.
ec.o nomic and military
assistance to any country
harboring drug traffickers.

McGovern
Supports
Parochial Aid
CHICAGO (UPI) - Sen.
George S. McGovern,
campaigning in the biggest
Catholic school in ~he nation's
largest Catholic diocese,
yesterday endorsed federal aid
to nonpublic · education
through tax credits for tuition.
In Washington, the National
Educat_ion Association issued a
statement
"vigorously
opposing" McGovern's
endorsement of tax credits for
parents of parochial as well as
public school children. ·

wounding the official who was
to succeed hi.min a week.

P oJJ$ t er Predicts
"We ·believe such aid to -be
'unconstitutional . in view of
recent court decisions," NEA
president Catharine Barrett
said.
At a Milw:aukee news
conference, McGovern said
that if the Supreme Court
found such tax credits
unconstitutional, "I would of
course not support them." ,

Letter Explod·e s

Seven
LONDON (UPI) - A Watergate
Answer Charges .
bombrigged parcel in a pile of
letters of condolence on the
WASHINGTON (UPI) Israeli Olympic tragedy
Watergate
Seven, including
exploded in the Israeli Embassy
two
former
White
House aides,
yesterday, · killing the ·
pleaded
innocent
yesterday
to
agricultural attache and
charges of breaking into
Democratic hea~quarters.

State[ . 'Ra .

·

"SuNival 494"

Up'

Tampan gets 60

.Action • • •
Vista, ·Peace Corps
recruiter~ on campus
.

.

By Benjamin Waksman
Oracle News Editor

Two Vista workers will be recruiting for Action (the
merger of Vista, the Peac~ . Corps and other smaller
volunteer organizations) today through Friday in
Andros Classroom 105 from 9 :i.m.-5 p.m.
David Onheiber and Linda Darling said last week they
are looking for "seniors, or1people graduating with.in the ·. ·
year, who have some technological background.
"The experience you can . pick up as you work."
Onheiber said, "But we find now that most coun'tries
requesting Peace Corps aid ask specifically for forestmen
or people tha~ would know about atriculture--specific
technical things."
Darling said that although Action is the name.used for
both groups the terms Peace Corps and Vista are still used
in identification because "the public is much more
familiar with them."
"We don't prod anybody to join, really. We don't
push," Onheiber said. "It's a tough, important decision .
- they have to make .. What we do is explain to them what's
involved."
Onheibc;:r said the application is sent to Washington,
where the main Action office is, and studied carefully.
Two or three months later the volunteer will receive a
reply.
."Peace corps training takes about three months,"
Darling said. _"Vista training is about four weeks." She
. added that volunteers have nCI choice in work locations.
"After training they are sent to work," she said.
.Currently the Peace Corps works in more than 15
nations in Africa; 12 in South America and 12 in East
Asia and the Pacific.
Programs ,, include education from elementary to
primary, including physical and vocational education;
agriculture; rural community development; family
planning and child care; home economics; fisheries;
electrification; professional ·services; credit unions and
·small businesses; law arid public administration and social
· works.
Vista, whic;h covers all the United States; offers such
programs as education, architecture and city planning,
business, legal ·services and health care.

TAMP A (UPI) - Alex
Barton, 44 of Tampa, was
sentenced to 60 years in state ·
prison Monday night for
selling two · ounces of
man Juana.
Court of Record Judge
Walter Burnside, Jr. handed
down the maximum penalty to
Barton of ·30 years on each of
two ·counts of marijuana sale.
The County Solicitor's
Office had asked for the
maximum sentence under a
new penalty section of state law .
allowing for conviction of a
first-degree felony punsihable
by up to 30 years in prison, if a
prior felony conviction can be
proved._ ·
Such a marijuana sale as .
. involved in Barton's case
normally would have been a
third-degree felony punishable
by· five years.
· But the Solicitors Office
produced evidenc_e · showing
Barton had been convicted in
1969 of felonious possession of .
man Juana.

-serving a four-year prison
sentence for jury tampering . .
Brannen was convicted Aug.
6 of obstructing justice by
seeking indirectly to influence a
prospective juror at his income
tax trial.
A mistrial was declared and
after a change ,o f vef)!Je from
Tampa ·to Fort Myers,
Brannen was acquitted of the
original tax evasion char_ges.

Senator Convicted
TAMPA (UPI) - Former
state Sen. Robert F. Brannen of
Lakeland has been ordered to
. surrender to federal authorities
at Pensacola by Oct. 5 to begin

HONOLULU (UPI)- The
University of Hawaii, which
once offored for graduatiori
credit a course in surfing, now
offers "survival 494." To pass
and . earn two credits, students
must attend the classes all ·
semester ·without using. a car.
One ride, says ins·tructor
Tony Hodges, and the student .
fails.
.

Smok~ng More
WASHINGTON (YPI) Both consumption and
production of c;igarettes are
increasing in the United States,
the · government reported
Monday.

. Leave Driving to_Us?
COCOA (UPI) - Police
used tear gas to overwhelm· a
gunman who held three ·
passengers hostage in a
Greyhound bus yesterday for
more than an hour .
Two of the hostages were
relased before a tear gas
.cannister was thrown in the bus
through an open rear window.
A third hostage, Willie
Williams, ·53, or Ft.
Lauderdale, was freed when
the gunman was overcome by
the gas.

Health _Food Unh_
ealthy.
MIAMI (UPI) - Food
inspectors went 'to dozens of
health fooq stores in Florida
Monday and destroyed all the
noodle and macaroni products
manufactured by Nu Vita
Foods of Po_rtland, Ore.
Doyle Conner, agriculture
· commissioner, ordered the
firm's products removed from
· the §helves of Florida health
food stores because some of the
products were suspected of
salmonella contamination.

WASHINGTON (UPI)
Pollster George Gallup
rejected sQggestions yesterday
that President Nixon's lead in
pu_blic opinion surveys was
generating a bandwagon <;ffect,
and predicted George S.
McGovern would soon start
closing the gap;
In another report to House
investigators, · Gallup said
surveys do · not unfairly
influence elections.

APOCALYPSE
COFFEE
HOUSE
SPONSORS

CAMPUS TALENT
NIGHT

SEPT. 23, 9-12 P;M.
Free" Admission

1

DOMIN0.5

MENU ·
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Our superb cheese pizza
12,- small pizza ......... . ............_... . . $1.50
14" medium pizza ............. . ....... • • • $2.00
16" large pizza .......................... • $2~50
DELUXE PI.ZZA ,..... Pepperoni, ham, olives, green
·
pepper onion
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12" . .. add $1 •20
'
14" ... add $L60
•· ►-·
•
16" ... add $2.00

Addltlonal Items
Ham
Mushrooms
Onions

.

_12" - 30i each

Olives
Green peppers
Bacon ·

· l 4"- 40i each

Big 16 oz. ~ - 20i each
All sales req~ire sa,les tax.

Pepperoni
Ground beef
Fresh sausage

16" ·::__ 50¢ each

22nd & Fletcher

971-7875
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Report shows 8,000
housed in open· dorms

Oracle photo by Ru!JJS ~rr

,Avoiding p_
a rking tickets
Commuter students and . staff converge
on the University Police Pffice to get
parking decals and avoid the meter maid's
wrath. Decals can~ obtained_24 hours a

day, · except for resident students, vvho
must purchase them in the Argos Center
from 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

·'Fill.the void'

Rap ·Cadre provides ·services
By Christy Barbee
Oracle Staff Writer

"Non~moralistic · and nonjudgemental," according · to
Director Ray Doy!;, USF's
Rap Cadre is a collection . of
coordinators of services rang:
ing from drug analysis and
"crisis-intervention" · . to
counseling and entertainment.
The cadre:-lormed last October, is comprised of seven
students. Doyle, one of the Rap Cadre's originators is currentl y
head of the group that includes
Gary Dudell, a graduate
student m rehabilitation ·
counseling; George Orras,
3EDU; Audrey Kalan, 3SOC;
Margie Silberman, 2lJNA;
Mike Short, 3PSY ; and
Marilyn Jenks, lEDU.
Key- among the cadre's efforts last year was the founding
Fees pay for the testing.
of a drug analysis service.
Results are aired on Radio
If an individual questions the
WUSF and posted on the Free
contents of a substance he has
Speech-Board iruhe University
been sold or given he can subCenter on the bulletin board
mit · a sample for chemical
outside
the Rap Cadre office.
analysis, free from observation
Copies
of . results may be
and arrest;.free of any hassle by
obtained
simply by _asking in
the cadre or ·anyone observing
the cadre office.
·
the drop; and free of charge, acLast year mimeograph alerts
cording to R ap Cadrt
on the types of drugs
guidelines.
circulating on campus were
T he drop off point for samdistributed by the cadre to the
ples is the Rap Cadre office in
resident assistants in the
Andros
Classroom
211
dormitories. Doyle said these
between the hours of 8 a.m. - 5
alerts. were "very effective'.' in
p.m. J'he sample should be
informing students and will be
placed in an envelope bearing
used this year.
· the "street nai;ne and what you
The Rap Cadie cooperates
think it is," s~jd Doyle. T here
with
the HELP Line, the is a slot in t~f-door for depositstudent-operated
telephone
ing samples. .
·
referral
service.
•
Occasionally samples of as
The Rap Cadre currently
much as one and a half to two
" hits" of a substance have been acts as a '"'crisis intervention "
team for the HELP Line, dealleft for analysis. Doy le stressed
ing · with emergency drug
that "half a hit's plenty."
problems, suicide prevention\
Sample testing takes apa
rrangmg bonds and finding
pro ximately one week, at a
lega l aid .
charge of $ 10 per sample . T he
In med(cal emergencies the
Stud ent A ctiv iti ~s and Ser~iccs
cadre can· arrange transpor-

ration to a hospital and
members are qualified to administer first aid. Doyle said
the Rap Cadre has good rappq,rt with area hospitals , particularly the University Commun_ity Hospital.

among freshmen women.
TALLAHASSEE (UPI) F01; example, he said, the
Nearly 8,000 sJ\)dents at state
FSU vote was 457 freshmen
universities live in dormitories
women for open visitation and
which permit men and women
to visit each others rooms, a 704 against. It was different
Board of Regents official among freshmen men, 467 for
reported yesterday. · ·
and 197 against.
Two thirds of the students in
Corporate.
Secretary
a
dormitory
must vote in favor
Hendrix Chandler made the
of
open
visiting
before it is
report after the Cabinet
permitted.
requested that State Education
"This is the first full quarter
Commissioner Floyd Christian
that
the policy has been in effect
bring them up to date' on the
and
so far we have had no
coed visitation policy by next
complaints,"
Chandler said. ·
week.
No
st~te
university
has a
The _ Cabinet reacted to
dormitory
in
which
men
and
Secretary of State Richard
women
students
occupy
the
Stone's report that parents of
of
a
dormitory.
He
same
floor
high school students and some
c-ollege freshmen were said FSU and Universi~y of
concerned whether "we are Florida each have a twin tower
doing less than the best for dorm where the women live in
one wing, the men in the other ··
these kids."
and they share a common
Under the Board of Regents
lobby.
rules, six of the state's seven
He said system-wide, there
established universities- allow
are 7,898 students who voted ·
open visitation in dormitories
for and live in open visitation
· where the students vote for it
dorms, and 1,697 who voted
by secret ballot, with students
against it.
under ~ 1 years of age being
The total vote per university
required to have written
· was:
parental permission as well.
Florida State 2,448 for, 977
Florida A & M University against; University of Florida,
. here banned open visitation at 3,868 for, 457 against;
the request of a majority of the University of South Florida,
students.
1,996 for, 353 against; Florida
And Chandler said the vote Tech, 356 for, 56 against;
reflects a "general . trend" at University of West Florida,
Florida State University 413 for, 63 against; Florida
(FSU) here against the practice Atlantic, 813 for, 144 against.

T he cadre plans to create a
"Crisis Team" to continue the
on-call service for the HELP
Line to individuals needing
face to face attention. Doyle
hopes to expand to eight teams
of two members each.

uvE LAS VEGAS
NUDE
REVUE .
GINNGER CORTE
AMERICA'S MOST
BEAUTIFUL HYPNOTIST

"Boredom 1s one large
reason why people get into
drugs," declared Doyle. He
said many students have nothing to do and t,hat
Coffeehouses, sponsored - by .
the Rap Cadre are an attempt to
"fill ~he void."
Coffeehouses ·are open to all
players, singers and performers
who want to "share it with the
people," said George Orras,
Coffeehouse coordinator. No
screening . or • prior arrangements are required to perform.
The first Coffeehouse of
Qtr. I is scheduled for Oct. 6 in
the mall between Alpha and
Gamma. Orras plans for five or
six Coffeehouses during the
quarter.
A Counseling Team of all
the cadre members plans to
-conduct group and individual
sessions
in behavior
modification. Group sessions
are to include smoking groups,
study habit groups, social contact ' sessions in which group · ·
participants can learn how to
make friends and keep th em.
Cadre members say they feel
the social contact groups are
particularly important now
when man y freshman and new
students are confronted with a
feeling of sma lln ess in a big
school situation.

',

STARTS
FRIDAY
SEPT. 15
THRU 28

2 BIG SHOWS NIGHTLY
9 PM & 11 :30 PM

ENTERTAINMENT ,
CHARGE TUES. THRU THURS.
52 .00 PER PERSON
FRI. SAT. SUN. SJ.00 PER PE~SON

-DINNER
SPECIAL

- - - ~ - COMING------

ONE-NIT E ONLY
SEPTEMBER 30, 1972
IN PERSON ...

CH-tJBBY
"HE INVENTED THE TWIST"

. rCH.EC"KER~r..; ;_, & HIS OWN QIG REVUE
2 BIG SHOWS 9 PM & 12 MID.
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 933-6502

\
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Saigon, looking more
like· Hanoi everyday
The painful and seemingly endless
tragedy of Vietnam has been analogized
in many ways. _Perhaps the most apt is
Sisyphus, the legendary King • of
Corinth, who had to roll a huge stone up
a high mountain, but on reaching the
top it always rolled down and Sisyphus
had to•begin anew.
Thus a Sisyphe.m- task, like the
Vietnam experience, is an endles~,
heartbreaking toil. · Some' recent
developments in the situation offer little
in the w1ay of painting the picture any
brighter. The futile nature of the
Vietnam struggle has again been
underscored.
Due to the· gains made by the
Communists in the Easter offensive the
South Y ietnamese National Assembly
reluctantly granted President Nguyen
Van Thieu the power to rule by fiat for ·
six months in the areas of finance,
defense and security.
Thieu wasted little time in issuing a
series of stringent decrees, including one
dealing with' the .press. The country's
40 newspapers wei:e ordered to post 20
·million piasters ($46,500) each as a
security bonq against government fines
or libel suits. Publishers. can be jailed fo r
five years and their publications closed ·
if they criticize the government or
armed forces .
- The results · were predictable.
Already over a third of the papers,
including most of the opposition ones,

have· folded. The censorship is truly
regrettable. At the very least it is ba~
public relations, distressing and .
. embarrassing to the U .S. More
significantly it is inherently repugnant
and self-defeating.
·
The eleventh and latest decree came
to ,light last week. With ii:, Thieu
continues in the time-honored tradition
of authoritarians and despots.• Thieu
has abolished popular democratic
. elections at the most basic level, the
10,775 hamlets. Now nearly all of the
country's administrative officials will_be
appointed. Thus Thieu's control has
been extended to the level where the
Vietnamese people have their closest,
and usually only, contact with the '.
government.
An , often repeated rationale for the
blood of thousands of American and
Vietnamese soldiers and for the
suffering of millions of civilians has
been a lofty commitment to assure for
-the_South Vietnamese people the right
to democratic self-government, ·More
than once President Nixon has stated
that when the U.S. leaves Vietnam, it .
must be !'in a way that gives thi p!!ople a
reasonable chance to survive as a .free
·people."
·
In the last national election Thieu
demonstrated it · take~ only one
candidate to have an election. Now he
has.indicated that the right to know is as
unnecessary as free politicaf choice.

Saigol? govern,ment is distressingly
becoming more and more like the one
from which it is supposed to be saved.
· One of the sticking points in the talks .
between the U.S. and Hanoi is the

Nixon Administration's refusal to
withdraw support of Thieu. In the light
of recent trends this posture is becoming
increasingly difficult to defend.
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Lt__________.....,___.. . .;P_a_._rk_in_g___R__e_f_o~r_m
___ By Mark l~vine
[?uringtheacademic year of 1971 / 72
I, campaigned vigorously for pa_
rking

reform here at USF. Sqme
accomplishments were made as well as
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coming face to face with several trying ·
defeats: The , whole content o.f my
endeavors were realized when
recognition of the fact that parking at
USF was unfair, discrimitory, and
inadequate to serve the university_
community.
During Qtr. 4 1972 another
"solution" to · the problem was_
proposed. This solution, calling for a
graduated decal fee on the basis of the
most , desirable parking spaces as the

J
, .

most expensive, · to the least desired more against students. Realistically,
spaces at a more reasonable_rate, is a where is the av~rage student going to
sound and workable solution. What get $150.00 for a VIP parking space.
appalls me is the manner in which the "Realistically, why should the USF
presentatioQ w·as made. $120.00 to administration not accept the proposal
$150.00 for a single parkirig space is a offered when they know they can grant
rather . ridiculous and immature a $150.00 parking space to all staff
proposal. A more reasonable and members and say tliat its · " ...another
workable solut10n could have been fringe benefit of the job'... "
Even though its a new year at USF, I
prepared, not an unreasearched, first
draft run of a soultion that would, if still see the same old faces . I personally
passed, in effect discriminate more and feel that any progress I made in a
direction of a realistic, logical and
concrete approach to the problem has
been virtually . destroyed by one
irresponsible act. As I said, it's a new
year so I guess a new approach will have
to be undertaken, but certainly not one
✓3 3620. 7. Owner: University of. South Florida,
that tends to discredit -and degrade the
4202 Fowler Ave., Tampa, Fla., 33620. 8.
effectiveness
of the student voice.
Known bondho'lders, mortgagees, and other
Mark Levine
security holders owning o·r holding I percent or
~ore of total amount ofbonds; mortgages o r other
Student Government Senator

~tatement of ownership
management,· circulation
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION
(Act of Aug. 12, 1970: Secti~n 3685 . T itle 39.
United States Code)
I. Title of Publication: T he Oracle. 2. Da te of
Filing, Sept. I 9, -1972 . 3. Frequency of Issue:
. Four times weekly, Tuesday through Friday,
during the academic year period September
through mid-June; twice weekly on ·1 ·uesda ys and
T hursdays during the academ ic yea r period midJune through mid-Augst. 4. Location of K nown
Office of Publication: Office of Student
Publications, LAN 472, Un iversity of South
Florida, Tampa, H illsborough, Florida, 3362 0. 5.
Location of the Headquarters or Genera l Business
Offices of the Publisher: Same as above. 6. Names
and Address of the Publisher, Edito r, and
Managing Editor: For the Publisher, Leo
Stalnaker, Jr., Director of Student P ubli ca tions,
LAN 472, University of South F lorida, Tampa,
Fla ., 33620; Eaitor, R. Grant Donaldson, LAN
4 72 - A, Univers ity of South Flo rida, 1 ·ampa, F la.,
33620; Managing Editor, Robert Fiallo, LAN
469, University of South Florida, Tampa, Fla.,

\

I

\

securities: None. 11. Ex tent and Natu re of.
C irculation: Average number of copies each issue
during preceding 12 months (followed by Actual
number of copies of single issue publ ished nearest
to.filing date) : A. To tal number of copies printed
· 11 ,750; 12,000. B. Paid circulatio n (sa les through
dealers and carriers, stree~ ve~dors and counter '
sales): 11,321; 11,595. Mail subscriptions: 35 I;
318. C. Total paid circulation : 11,672; 11 ,9 I 3. D.
Free distribution by mail, carrier and other means ·
(samples, complimentary, and other free copies):
28; 27. E. To tal distribution : 11, 700; I l,9<l0. F.
Office use , left-over, unaccounted, sp•oiled after
printing: 50, 60. G. Tota l: 11,750; 12 ,000.
· I certify that the statements mad e by me above ,
are correct and complete.
Leo Stalnaker, Jr .
D irector of Student Pub li cations

-Letter policy
The Oracle welcomes letters to
the editor on all topics. ·All letters
must' be signed and- addressed
including student classification.
Names will be withheld upon
request.
Letters should be triple spaced
typewritten. The editor reserves the
right to edit or shorten letters.
Letters received by noon will be
considered . for publication the
following day.
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AAUP see/cs de/a,y
As/cs Faculty Senate to hold constitution rei,Ues t
constitution--it is part of
student discipline."
Mackey said he felt it was
within his· power to change -or
The F acuity Senate has been
asked to delay · submitting its - void any constitution , student
or faculty, which had not been
constitution for Board of
approved by the regerits.
Regents
approval
until
In a July 26 correspondence
statements made by USF Pres.
to Mackey from Universsity
Cecil Mackey concerning
Chancellor Robert Mautz, .
student constitutions can be
Mautz said that while statutes
clarified .
indicate "no legal base for
A letter fro m the Executive
creating a . legal entity in
Committee of the American
Student Government," faculty
Association of ·Un iversity
Professors (AA UP) urging the
delay has been sent to D r. Hans
Juergensen , acting president of
the Faculty Senate.
Dr.Jack Moore, president of
the· USF chapter of AA UP,
said the letter is in response to
statements made at a sUl)lITJer
·Dog
meeting
between Student
G overnment Pres . Mark
Days
Adams and Mack ey in which
Macke}'. said he did not
O ne way ' for
recognize
a
stud e nt
incoming freshmen
constitution as being legally _
to
solve
the
valid, unless it had his approval.
companion~hip
According to Moore, the
problem on a big
AAUP committee feels that if
impersonal campus
the Faculty Senate were to
is to addpt a
submit
their
constitution
dog ... the bigger and
before it is .clear where the
furrier the better.
student groups stand, it would,
Pretty - · freshman
in a sense, be endorsing
Penny
Hanson
Mackey 's position.
seems to have
S'ince the goafs. of the A A UP
adequately solved .
and the F acuity Senate are
the delemma with
' solidly based on co-operation
her pet dog, Basil.
between student organizations
and faculty ·organizations,
Moore said , " It would be
adopting a double standard if
the faculty stands by and takes
no action."
In the meeting with Adams,
Mackey said of the present SG
constitution, " In the legal sense .
of the word 'constitution,' I
don't recognize it as a
By Bill Nottingham
Oracle. Staff Writer

g roups have histo rically had
constitu tions recogn ized by the
regents .
The AAUP letter said, "We
urge the Faculty Senate to ·
honor its traditional
understanding with Student
Government that the proposed
University Constitution wil l
contain provisions relating to
Stud ent Government and
d iscipline just as it . contains
provisions relating to Facu lty_
governance aQd grievances.

Legalities halt day care center
Continued from page 1

"Hopefully ...we will be able
to acquire through various
colleges throughout · the
University, a . supply of free
labor in exchange for classroom
credit," the paper continues.
The University, according
to the working paper
guideli-nes-, would be
responsible for monthly rent

installments .to the Catholic
Student
Center, salaries .to the
and 3.) the ability of the child to
director
and assistants, the
fit into a balanced · age
expenses
incurred by the
distribution for the facility."
director
and
liability insurance
Staffing plans for the facility
for
the
children
at the center.
would provide . for one fullInsurance
for
the chiidren
time director and _four panwould
cover
up
to $300,000
time assistants, possibly
worth
of
damages.
The current
students from the College of
legal
problem
exists
because of
Education.
the likelihood of a damages suit
involving more than that sum.
Nearly $6,000 in Student
Activities and Services Fees are
still being heid in reserve for the
Tampa's new Veterans
Hillsborough and surrounding
9pening of the center.
Administration
(VA)
counties.
A possibility ex:ists that
Hospital, opened July 21, will
The
personnel
of
the
VA
funds
may be provided by the
be formally dedicated on
Hospital will work ·in
federal government. The U.S. ·
Saturday, Oct. 7, at 10 a.m. A
conjunction with the USF Senate approved a bill in June
press conference and tour is
medical center. Faculty and
scheduled Sept. 29, priorto the
that would . provide for a
official dedication.
. students of the center will make system of child care centers
full use of the teaching and
Now operating on a limited
training
facilities offered by the. nationwide.
basis; within two years, the
A rate of $1 per half day is
hospital.
ho spital will accomodate 7·00
the
proposed fee for child care
USF students seeking jobs ·
beds with a staff of 1,500. T he
at
the
center. Sechen said that
$22. 5 million, seven story · are eligible for part-time
when
the center _is opened
employment in the areas of
facility is located acro ss from
students
will be asked to appl y
the University .on 30th Street . fo od services, supplies and
T he hospital is .intended to nu rsing aids. Applications fo r day care durin g pret reat, free of charge, some should be m_ade to David
registration and to pay 1h
2 60 ,00 0 ve t era ns from
advance
fo r the service.
Kilco yne, personnel officer.

VA official opening ·set

" We urge in particular that
the F acuity Senate seriously
consi d e r
t he
po s sib le
impo rpriety of submitting' any
'Constitutional proposal to the
Board of Regents which does
not extend full . constitutional
status to the basic operating
princip l es of s tu dent
government and discipline."
Moore underlined the fact
that if SG had no legal basis in
which to opera te, students
wou ld have no legal rights

within the U niversity .
.
" Even with a constitu tion,
SG can only do what Pres.
Mackey allows them to do, "
Moore said, "but · witho·ut a
constitution students would
have no clearly defined
structure at all."
Hyp oth etically,
Moore
added, if no action is taken and
students are not given the same
constitutional rights as faculty ,
AA UP could move to censure
Mackey.

·SG filin g to sta·- rt
f·or fal l election s
Candidates for the 31
Student Government seats
must qualify .and register their
candidacy between 8 a.m.
tomorrow and noon Sept. 29 in
the Student Government office
(UC 156E).
Richard Merrick, acting
chairman of the Election Rules
Committee,
announced
yesterday that qualifying rules
require the candidate to be a
full-fee-paying student with ;
GPR of 2.0, if a ·continuing
student. First quarter freshmen
are not subject to GPR
standards.
Students who file fo r
candidacy must sign a
. statement
of " personal ·
responsibility, ' 1
thereb y
agreeing · to abide by SG
election rules, Merrick said.
The signature is required
before a name will be placed on
the ballot.
Candidates will receive
·"election packets" containing
election rules and information. ·
Under · · the
new
reapportionment plan, senators
will . represent their- own
colleges rather than residents or
commuters as in past elections.
.When Qtr. 1 enrollment
figures are tabulated the
Election Rules Committee will
divide the colleges into districts
with one senator to be chosen
from each district.
"The purpose behind the

election is to provide a more
direct · representation and 'to
. give· representatives
an .
identifiable
constituency,"
Merrick said.
The election, scheduled Oct. ·
11, is the result of referendum
voted on Qtr. 3, 1972 , which
indicated that students desire
more direct representation.
New senators will take office ·
immediately upon election and
serve through Qtr. ·2.
The seven polling places for
this election will be located in
each co liege and will be open to .
stud~t voters from 8 a.m. - 8
p.m.
Students wishing to work as
poll captains must · obtain
contracts from the SG office.
Contracts will be available
tomorrow through Sept. 29 .

a

SCREAMER I
BACCHUS
9-12 p.m.
U.C. Ballroom
Friday

DOMINO'S
MENU ·

Our superb cheese pizza

Sept. 22

50¢
with I.D.

••
I

•

. 12" small pizza . . . .......... .. . . . ; . .... . .. $1.50
14" medium pizza . ... ... . . . ...... . ....... $2.00
16" large pizza .. ; .... . ....... .• . . . . ....... $2.50
DELUXE PIZZA - Pepperoni, ham, olives, green
peppe~, onion . . . : ... . ... . _.. . . 12" ... add $1.20
14" . . . add $1.60
16" .. ; add $2.00
Addltlonal Items
Ham
Mushrooms
Onions

Olives
Green peppers
Bacon

12" - 30<i each

14" - 40<i each

Big 16 oz. ~ - 20d each
All sales require sales tax.

Pepperoni
Ground beef
Fresh sausage

16' · - 50e each '

22nd & Fletcher

971-7875

t' • 1 •
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Due to budget contro_versy
r

.'I._ •,;,..-.~

Legislatu·re ·reVieWs activities fees
By Tim Matthew
Oracle Staff Writer

Every full-time USF student
has $34.50 taken out of his
quarterly tuition. This is the
Services and Activities Fee and
it pays for services and facilities
open to all students.
Some controversy has arisen
over the fact that ,part-time
students pay no activity fees.
Still others find they don 't use
the facilities, therefore not get..:
ting t~eir money's worth out of
the system.
·
· \
On the contrary, Dr.
Margaret Fisher, assistant to ·
the Vice President for Student
Affairs, says campus activities
are heavily patronized and
students are getting more than
their money's worth due to services provided. by volunteers,
which tend to lower overall
costs.
In any , event, the State
legislature, which sets tuition
costs; is now reviewing the
system, which Dr. Fischer says
could use either more financing
or a different system of funding. .
.
The Student . Affairs
department offers services to all
students in every phase of
university
life,
including
Student Health, Housing,
University Center, Financial
Aid, Counseling, Student
Publications,. Athletics,
Student Organizations,
Cooperative Education and Job
Placement. The following isan
overlook at just what you are
. paying for.
UNIVERSITY CENTER

Where did -it go?
1. Health Service - $8.43
2. Student Affairs - $1.14 ·
3. Student Associaton - $.87
4. University Center - $6.07
5. Program Council - $1.03
6. lntercqllegiate and recreational sports - $7 .6 7
7. Fine Arts (lextures, theatre, music, galleries) - $3 .40
8. Student Publications (Oracle, Agean, So. Fla. Review)
- $1.49
'
·9. Student Organizations - $1. 4 7
10. Speech Association (speech productions, debates) :..
$.22
.
J 1. Community involvement - $.25
12. Other areas :. $2 .46

workshops are also held with a
nominal shop fee charged for
materials and facilities. Further
information can be obtained by
calling ext. 2635.
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
Each full-fee-'paying student
at USF is a member of the
The University Center
Student
Ass o c i at ion·,
(UC) is the hub of USF
represented by an elected
providing· a variety of services
Student Government, which
and facilities. The service desk,
offers students a voice in the adlocat~. in· the lobby of the first
· · t ra t'100 o f n1vers1ty afmm1s
floor,-·· provides information,
fairs.
The
Student
ticket sales, lost and found
Government office is located in
department and book locker rnom 156 of the UC.
rentals. A master calendar of
RECREATIONAL
student, campus and · comSPORTS
munity activities is maintained
Th
. e recreational sports o fhere.
·
fice offers a broad selectiop of
Also located on the first floor
sports ranging from those of a .
of the UC is the Campus Store,
highly competitive nature to
Cafeteria, Snack Bar and dining
those of a non-competitive
area, with other rooms set aside
type. Facilities are available to
for social and television , all USF students, faculty and :
lounges and a student art · staff when not in use by classes,
gallery. Student Government
practices
or
competltlon.
and the University· ~enter
Equipment can .be checked out
Program Offices are also
without charge from the
housed on the first floor.
equipment room in GYM
Ori the second floor of the
105B with your ID card. A
locker and towel service is also
UC are. the offices of Student
Organizations,
conference
provided. For a detailed list of
rooms and the Ballroom. -services o(fered contact the
Reservations for use of these , Recreational Sports ·office,
2125
facilities must be made in ad·
PED 214 , ext.
va:nce with · the UC Reservationist, HeleriTerrell,in UC
124, ext. 2635.

u· ·

STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS
Student Organizations offer
students an opportunity for involvement in several areas, including -social, academic and
religious organizations. Service
clubs aid selected campus and
community needs on a
volunteer basis and welcome
membership from interested
students. The many honorary
and professional fraternities
have certain requirements for
membership and only those
elected can serve on the college
councils. ·
·
STUDENT HEAL TH
SERVICES
The Student Health Center
is located on the third and
fourth floors of the UC. All
students regi.stered for sev·en or
more credit hours are~eligible
for care at the clinic, and
emergency assistance 'is given
regardless of status.
No charges are made for any
of the regular services of the
Health Center, however prescription drugs not supplied by
the Center must be paid for ·by
the student. Bed care is
provided in the Infirmary for
those students too ill to attend
classes.

Registered Nurses are on
duty 24 hours daily and
weekends. Persons requiring
care at night should call ext.
2331 to make certain the UC
door is unlocked. The Health
Center should be contacted
should ambulance service be
necessary.
University physicians may
be seen by appo.intment on
weekdays in the Clinic. Appointments can be made by
calling the Health Center
between 8 a.m. - 5 p.m., ext.
2331.
DRUG INTERVENTION
PROGRAM
The University has
originated programs to deal
with the problem of drug
misuse. The HELP Line, a
telephone service ( ext. 255 5) of
general information ; assistance
and advice, is staffed by t.r;ained
volunteers, 6 p.m. - 6 a.m.
Operators assist in any
problem, from finding a classroom to aid for a bad trip:
Coffee houses are located in
Andros and Argos Centers,
providing coffee, conversation
and entertainment.
FINANCIAL AIDS
The Office of Financial Aids
provides equal opportunities
for financial assistance for ·all
students who meet academic
and other specified requirement.
PERSONAL RESOURCE
CENTER .
To help students improve
their academic performance,
plan their careers and cope with
personal problems and opportunities, USF established
the Personal Resource Center, ·
located in the Andros Classroom Building (AOC).
PUBLICA TIQNS
The primary means of communication ·on the campus is
handled
through Student
Publications. The campus
newspaper., The Oracle,
published Tuesday through

Friday during the regular
school term, is written and
edited by students.
Other publications of
general interest are the Aegean,
the University yearbook, and
The South Florida Review, a
literary review. Interested per~
sons should apply for positions
in room 4 72 of the LanguageLiterature building.
The University Directory
lists faculty, staff, students and
agencies of the University and
can be obtained free of charge at
the UC desk. This year's
edition will be distributed at the
end of Qtr. 1.
The Student Handbook is
written and edited by the
Student Government and
published by Student Affairs.
Copies of the Handbook ,
which includes ·general facts
about USF, are now available
at the UC desk.Another program included is
the Rap Cadre, mentioned in
~nother article on page 3 of this .
issue.
This is what the Office of
Student Affairs offers to the
students at USF. You are paying for these services, and it .is
up to you to take advantage of
them.

Pilrl'lllda
isruJing _
again...

50' with 1.D.

Pier Fanda •lamn Dates '

Vnillaam

"The lirad llaDd"
A Pando Company Production

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE • TECHNICOLO~

PIZZA

PIZZA

PIZZA

PIZZA

·PIZZA

PIZZA

PIZZA

LARGE HALL FOR RENT
Perfect For Your Club or Group

The basement of the UC is
devoted largely to recreation .
Facilities here include billiard,
card and table tennis rooms. A
fully equipped photography
lab is located in room 49. The
Craft Shop offers daily individual instruction in all types
of arts and crafts. Special

Facilities Include:
✓ Comfortable Chapel

✓ Air Conditioning .
✓
✓

Kitchen With Cooking Facilities ✓ 300 Chairs
✓ Spacious Library
Patio With Barbecue

for information call 988-3727
Catholic
Student
Cent~r 13005 N. 50th St.
.
-

DOMINO'S
971-7875
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SoCce r not popula r
in Sunsh ine State
It's almost unbelievable that
the USF soccer team, which
has been around since 1964,
hasn't had Florida high schoofbred boys try out for the t~am
until this season.
But soccer in · Florida is
about as popular as swimming
in Siberia.
That's why it's odd to see
Jack Hartnett, a freshman from
Orlando, vieing for a place on
the Brahman squad .
According to Coach Dan
Holcomb, Floyd Lay, director
of the Florida High Schoo-I
Athletic Association, has given
the green light to state high
schools to begin the _hiring of
soccer coaches and making of
schedules.

But as of now, there are only .
about 25 Florida high schools
earring a soccer program, those
being in Jacksonville Orlando
and Miami.
"It'll take at least 10 years
before Florida will be able to
produce players on the level of
these guys," Holcomb said in
referring to his fine squad .
But untir Florida can build a
reputable soccer program of its
own, Holcomb will have to
continue to draw players from
the St. Louis area which is so
rich in good booters that it
caused Holcomb to boast that if
he had 15 - 25 of their players
he could defeat any team in the
country.

Oracle photo by Russ Kerr

Jack Hartnett moves ball downfield
.. .in Brahmans 9-2 romp over University of Tampa.

Booters dem olish Spar tans , 9-2
opportunity," Hanna said in
describing his final point.
"Greg (McElroy) could have
a
put that one in as easily as l
Bob Hanna comprised
punch
could have."
scoring
third of USF's
the
led
he
as
yesterday,
Yet Holcomb said he felt that
9-2
a
to
squad
soccer
his team looked below par
Brahman
drubbing of the University of against the Spartans, who are in
Tampa.
their first year of intercollegiate
soccer competition.
The sophomore from St.
"When ypu see a lot of
Louis received his hat trick
like we showed
dribbling
with two first half i:allies and a
know you're not
you
today,
second half goal as Dan
you should be,"
like
playing
Holcomb's crew raised · their
.
explained
Holcomb
exhibition mark to 4-0-2.
It was Hanna who began the
But Hanna said that given day's scoring in the Brahman
the chance anyone else could've donneybrook.
done the same thing.
Taking a pass from Sean
"That last-one was really an · O'Brien, he chipped in a shot at
8:50 of the first half to give
.
USF the lead.
The Brahman defense then
suffered one qf their early game
mental lapses, a fault that
Holcomb said has hurt them in
Dick Crippen kicks off the the past two years, allowing
1972-73 Sports Roundtable Cal Semel and the Spartans to
series tonight with a half-hour · momentarily tie the" score.
look at college football over
At 17:50 of the fir~t period,
the past 100 years.
Hanna, with an assist from
The program, telecast on team captain, Tom Ratz, put
WUSF Channel 16 at 7 p.m., is the Brahmans ahead for keeps
beginning its sixth television with his second goal of the
season in the Tampa Bay Area. game.
By Dave Moormann
Oracle Sports Writer

Jack Windish and Max
Kemick closed out the first half
scoring with a goal a piece to
push USF in front, 4-1.
, O'Brien, who already had an
assist to his credit, greeted the
new Spartan goal keeper in the
second half with a goal of his
own.
Hanna followed with i:is
final goal, completing his hat

trick, ·to give USF an Brahman fireworks with an
insurmountable lead and their unassisted kick.
sixth goal of the contest.
Holcomb, obviously pleased
McElroy and John with the showing of the Florida
Cossaboon added two quick boy, shouted half way across
points before Holcomb sent in the field ; "That's the Jack,
the second team with about ten thataway to persevere. "
minutes remaining.
With five seconds to go in the
Freshman Jack Hartnett · game, Tampa's only scorer,
gained his first goal of the Semel, fired in a penalty kick to
season and rounded out the wrap up the scoring at 9-2.

WUSFto air
Crippen show

VISTA -AND PEACE CORPS

TIME OUT•••
The success of Walt Disney World is a team effort and your
great support this past summer made it all worthwhile. Keep
us in mind for futu~e employment during those "time out"
periods. holidays and vacations. Your placement director
has all the details. Have a good year, but most of all ... thanks!
H

wan; IV]isney World
An Equal Opportunity Employer
~

ON CAMPUS SEPT. 20, 21, 22 IN AOC 105 9-5 .
Interviews may be arranged th-rough career
planning and placement interested in all majors.

Sha nkar
Sitarist . Ravi Shankar and
former Beatle George Harrison
will be featured in the film
· odyss.ey "Raga," Friday and
Saturday, at 8 p.m. ·at 10:30
p.m. in the Gym.
"Raga", a documentary o_n
the music of India, will have its
first si}.owing at an. American
univeristy when _it is presented
here.

teams
An interview with Georg_e
Harrison, who supported the
production of the film and
makes an appearance in it, will
precede the movie tomorrow
sometime between 8 p.m. and
11 p.m. on WUSF radio 's
Underground Railroad.
Admission to the · film,
sponsored by the- Film Art
Series of the Florida Center for
the Arts, will be one dollar per
person.

Directed by American
filmmaker Howard Worth, the
·film 1s a biographical
commentary ·that sketches
Shankar's early years·as a Paris
dancer, his grounding inlndian
music .and his emergence into Pi\i)it::'?
the American music circles. ·

A hirsute horror
The 1933 thriller ' "King Kong"
produced by Merian C. Copper and
trnest B-. Schoedsach, will be presented
tonight and Thursday at 7 p.m., 9 p.m.,
and 11 p.m. in LAN 103 in its complete

uncut version. Fay Wary stars . in this
classic noted for its fine miniature work
· and trickt photography. Admission to the
film , sponsored by the Fine Arts Series,
will be 50 cents.

Sh;nkar narrates the film,
that is the source of the Apple
Records sound track-album of
the same name.

uc ·.fall film s ·flou rish .By Vivian Muley
Oracle Staff Writer

The University Center
Feature Films, sponsored by
the Student Entertainment and ·
Activities Council (SEAC),
will provide an as.sortment of
~ovie entertainment for
students this fall.
The films will be shown on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
with the exception of the
Monday night series during
October in LAN.. 103 ..
· Admission to all movies will be
SO cents.
Peter · Fonda made his
directorial debut in "The Hired
Hand," ·a drama of a man's
search for roots in the old west.
Fonda plays Collings, a
drifting saddle-tramp who
returns to his wife and child.
He brings back his · sidekick,
Harris (Warren . Oates), and
gives him a jo_b as ·a "hired
hand" on the ranch.
"The Hired Hand" will be
screen~d Friday arid Saturday
at 7:30 and 10 P:m· and Sunday
at 7:30 p.m.
Rod Taylor and Karl
Malden .star in the suspense. drama "Hotel," to be shown
. Sept. 29 and 30 at 7:30 and 10
p.m. a.nd Oct. 1 at 7:30. p._m.
The plot moves from .a
. financial power-play for
control of the hotel to the
~omancing of Taylor, the
manager of the St. Gregory
Hotel, and Catherine Spaak.
"I Love my Wife," a comedy
about a 'doctor (Elliot Gould)
who becomes involved ·with a
patient's wife (Brenda
Vaccaro), will be shown Oct. 6
and 7 at 7:30 and 10 p.m. arid
Oct. 8 at 7:30 p.m . .
The science fiction thriller,
"The Andromeda Strain," will
hit the screen Oct: 13 and 14 at
7:30 and 10 p.m. and Oct. 15 at
7:30p.m. ThefilmstarsA rthur -

Hill, David Wayne, and James guitarists and sex. He fumbles
.The Monday night series
Olson as a team of scientists his way around Columbia begins with "Sallah," Oct. 2 at
whose job is to isolate deadly sponging off his divorced
7:30 p:m. "Sallah" is Israel's
organisms from outer space in a mother and several girlfriends
first film comedy and stars
race-againstthe-clock until he· decides to accept
Hayn Topol, of · "Before
experiment.
everything, drops out of classes
Winter Comes. "
Lee Marvin and Jeanne and floors himself with high
"The Horse's Mouth," a
Moreau star in " Monte doses of marijuana, speed,
comedy about the life and.hard
Walsh," the story of a tough, . aspirin, and a high-charged sex
times of a British artist, stars
yet gentle cowboy who must life.
Alec Guinness, Oct_. 9 at 7:30
· face the fact that his way' of life
· ''The Magic Garden ·of
p.m .
. in the West is drawing to a Stanley Sweetheart" will be
A story about two young
close, Oct. 20, 21 and -22 at shownNov.17 and 18at7:30
newlyweds that meet dilemma
7:30 and 10 p.m.
and 10 p.m. and Nov. 19 at
after dilemma from the time
."That Cold Day in the 7:30 p.m.
their bed collapses on thei~ first
Park" will be shown Oct. 27
Fred Astaire, Petula Clark,
night of marriage until the time
and 28 ~t 7:3qand 10 p.m. ~d and Keenan -Wynn will wind
they find out that the travel
Oct. 29 .at 7:30 p.m.
up the quarter with "Finian's
agent who planned their
The film stars Academy Rainbow," Nov . 24 and 25 at
honeymoon has absconded
Award winner Sandy Dennis . 7:30 and 10 p.m. and Nov. 26
with their money forcing them
as a thirty-two year old at 7:30 p.m.
, to live with a set of in-.laws,
spinster and Michael Bums as
The musical begins in
"The Family Way" · is a
the silent 19-year-old in the Rainbow Valley when Finian
comedy starring Hayley Mills
park. To the spinster he seems · McLonergan (Astaire) plants a and
J oho Mills. The movie will
her last chance to escape from . leprech;mn's crock of gold in
be shown Oct. 16 at 7:30 p·.m.
the Victorian existence she had the soil to "make it grow. " His
"The Fall of the House of
accepted.
daughter Sharon (Petula
Usher" will be the featured
· James Stewart and Henry . Clark) doubts this bit of
spook movie .for Halloween,
Fonda star in "The Cheyenne malarky, · until Og the
Oct. 30 at 7:.30 p.m.'
Social Club," a Western leprechaun appears: ·
comedy about a God-fearing
cowboy (Stewart) · who
inherits a "social club," and
BICYCLE STORE
resolves to tum it i_nto a
respectable boarding house
Gitane - Montarino - Kalkhoff
·despite the objections of his
Columbia - 10--speeds
sidekick (Fonda), the ladies of
•5 - 1 8 OFF
the club and the townsfolk.
for USF Stud~nts and Faculty
The film will be screenedNov.
114 BUFFALO AVE.
3 and 4 at 7:30 and 10 _p.m. arid
-_ PHONE 232-0661
on Nov. 5 at 7:30 p.m.
"A Boy Named Charlie
Brown," a cartoon starring the
famous Peanuts Gang, will be
shown Nov. 10, 11, and 12 at
7:30 and 10 p.m.
Op-art photography and
bold dialogue combine forces
in · " The Magic . Garden of
Stanley Sweetheart," a story
about a young man after fame, a
college
degree,
th·e
administration o·f Columbia
University,
pot-smoking ·

.'JACKSON'S

IF YOU HAVE
SOMETHING TO SELL
DO IT WITH AN

-ORACLE
CLASSIFIED

Youlearn
something
Iiewev eryda
On e ~f the wo-nderful things
about growing up is trying different things . Like Yoga. And
forming your own opinion about
all your n'ew learning. Another
part of growing up is finding <;mt
about sanitary protection .
Maybe you're wondering if ·
you're old enough for Tampax
tampons. If you're of menstrual
age; you're probably old enough.
Many girls start right off with
Tampax tampons. . .
·
They come in three absorbencies : Reg·ular , -Super and
Junior. There's one to fit your
needs. And they're easy to use.
Just follow the simple directions
iriside every package . You'll
learn something new and simplify yoµr life.
Oµr only interest is protecting you.

Woody Allen

_,,

- _ -...

Ya wan·.na
By Mark Jones
Oracle-Staff Writer

Wanted to Know About Sex"
is very slick _com?in~tion of
episodic dirty · jokes. It is also
the1 deftest touch
of cinematic
I
'
humor ·since the Marx brothers.
· Besides, the "dirty" in this•
film is more than justified by a
perceptive engagement of
Allen's "raw" wit with

a

If; by chance,, there may be
someone who would assernhat
Woody Allen's latest is not a
"dirty" movie, that someone
will find argument here. ·
''Everything You Always ·

audience interpretation. Allen
skips merr.ily along (in his
portrayal-of.a·co_u,rt j~ster)·untir he . slips · and Jopples to the
sidewalk. He then turns and
views his audience··with painfu'i
chagrin. "I . fell ori my
BELLS,'' he proclaims. ,
"·

l

·'

.

''Everything You Always Want~d ,to ,Know ·
About Sex"; Briton Theatre, _ Tampa; ·shows 'at
· 1:15,' 3:.J 8-, 5:·20, 7:25, 9:30 p.m.,<adm.i-ssion $1
until 2:3() p.m., $1 .7'5 ·un!il::6.p.m.~$2.25 after6
p.m.

..

After establishing an
engaging rapport with th e
Getting away fromWoody's should no( see it m mixed
viewers, Allen launches a
golden touch with dialogue, in company. But, no matter.
satirical · crusade
by
.1..
'
· ·
"Everything You Always . . _. " wh ere ones
mora I restnct1onsindiscriminately rd mping
the golden touch is hammered fay, as_ -a work of , an,
· through map.y ancient gardens · right into· the'visuaLin episodes - 'fEverything- You - Always'
of sexual taboos: AHen trv d s ' such: as ''What. occurs 'during· :.. Wanted to Know about Sex': is
the ' th' in - · li~e ·, b ~tween
ejaculation" in which a group · first rate stuff,
: :
.
.
euphemism and .bad taS te; his _ of actors portray sperm g~tting
· feel _ fo r surprise, keeps .. r~ady for the "qig jump._"}'his 'otherwi·se offensive material ·. sui:realistic sp~t, like.the others ,,·
from offending. ln . one
in the film, stops at noth~ g to .
euphemistic
episode
poke fun at ·sex, society, and
bu~Cities:
door for big-time show folks . concerning sexual intercourse, e ven film i tself, w ell
Nothing to do - during
Allen.
jumps
right
into
ex.emplified
:
by
the
''
.
giant
Our Oceans.
who
have
moved
to
his
small
today's free hour? Try qn "A
"earthy"
with
the
line,
"All
monster
tit"
sequence,.
He
'directs
a
Community
'
town.
Pair of Shorts," . George
Out T rees.
' systems ready; we're going to
Randolph'. s spee~h departme~t
Theatre play in "Who Am I
Our R ivers.
ban· her right there in the
One warning: If a potential
presentation of "Two. Short
This Time," a first time-ever
viewer is easily embarras_sed, he
parking ·lot. "
Our Air.
Stories ·by Kurt Vonnegut."
experience for the narrator.
Our Mountains.
Randolph- has selected two
Randolph -explains that the
works froni a . collection of . humor is light, "A Will Rogers'
Our Fishes.
Vonnegut's, · both similar , in . inside joke type." Our Deserts.
their narrative perspective, to,
. No , elaborate set will be
'
Our Tomorrows.
be offertxl as the 'first Qtr. f
.e mployed, and audience
Admission to the dance
Although some past concerts
Literature.Hour. ,
involvement will be kept to a· pr<>gram Sept. 30, at 8:30 p.m., have -been free, these were "Go Back to Your ,Preciou~- .minimum thr.o ugh , out the in the TheaHe Auditoriumi outdoor ., concerts _and the
Wife and Son'; and "Who Arni . . sh'ow . . H;owever, Et-he!
will be $1 for srudents and $2 formality of ticket-taking. was
Give aho·o11 '
This Time'' parallel.in brand.pf , Mt;rman songs ·wi~ play, 'in
for ·the general public, in.stead · necessarily · · discarded, .Don't pollute.
comedy and iri mafu charact~r, ---keeping, in'. various scales, with of free as reported m according to William Hug of
both employing , a nameless
.the Hollywood-type themes, yesterday's Oracle.
the Dance Oept.
narrator, a small-to:wn bathtub , ef the two stories. .
do'or and . storm wil'idow
. "A Pair of Shorts" will be
installer, played by Cod'y
,presented at 2 p.m. to·day _in
Lowrey.
. _ _,_ , _ - L,A N 103; and at 2 p.m. next _
Janus Films presents:
In "Go Back ... "the narrator
Wednesday, also in the LAN
·
unseen for 35 years .
. is professionally· called in to
103. Both presentations are free
install a personalized bathtub - to the public.

Free hour featur~

Vonnegut shOrts
couple up today
\,.

·Help.- ·

/

.P ardon the error.

the original .uncut version

Gin_sberjj, Ellsbel'g
lecture for series
Poet Allen Ginsberg and · a ·" JF,K -Memories" program
Daniel Ellsberg, famous for his Oct. 31 -. and Nov. 1, at 8:30 ·
' ,in.vestigation into the Pentagon . p.m. in the University-Theatre.
Papers, will highlight -the
English psychologist R .D.
University Lecture Series thi~ Lainge will.speak on Nov. 21.
fall. - - .
. Lainge is the author of "The
- Ginsberg, recently in the Po_litics of Experience_," "The
news for his participation in the Politics Family'" and "Knots."·
demonstration at the Miami Time and place of this last
political conventions, will read lecture will be published at a
his "beat generation" poetry - later date. ·
Oct. 3 at 8:30 · p.m. in the
Programs · in the Lecture
University Theatre ..
Series
are free and open to the
A key figure in the
public.
investigation into the Pentagon
'Papers, DaQiel Ellsberg_ has
been charged with allegedly
photocopying the documents·.
LUTZ PAJN_l
He will . discuss the ' people's
&
right to know Nov. fO at 8:30
p.m. in the ~ym.
BODY SHOP
· Jeramiah Collins, the actor
who portrays John F .
Kennedy, much the same way
that Hal Holbrook does Mark
Twain, wiU be on campus with

ADULT Bt,OKS INC .
DEALER OF EROTIC
MAGAZINES
FILMS
N OVELTIES

50¢

TAPE
RECORDS

PARTY FAVORS
PEEPSHOWS

3715 BUSCH BLVD.
HOURS: 10-10 P.M.

1107 EAST 129th
AVE.

- TONIGHT 7,.9, 11 p.m . .
THURSDAY SEPT. 21, 7, 9, 11 p.m.
T ick ets available in

LAN 103
ad vane~ at th e Theatre l3ox Office

l:l 5·- +:30 p.m.

50¢

'--,
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Redesigned librar yterm ed less awes ome
dition to his other reference
material," Robison said. "The
New programs and policies interesting thing about
and the relocation of two major 6overnment documents is that
portions of its collections will they publish not only Congresmake the library seem "less sional Records and documents
awesome,'' provide greater ef: - of that · sort but they: publish
ficiency and help compensate things on every subject known
for space shortage, acco·rding to to man."
Another change in policy
Dennis Robison,- assistant
director ·of University Lib- concerns the special collections
room on the first-floor. Even
ranes.
In the past, he said, current though the general library was
periodicals ("We take around open until 11 p.m. Monday
3,000 different magazines") through Friday, and the firstwere located .on the second floor, reserve reading room un'Ooor of the five-story building, til midnight, the special collecwhile bound journals (back is:. tions room used to close at 5
sues of the magazn:ies) were on p.m. This room, which contains the rare book collection:
the fourth-floor.
This meant anyone doing the University archives, and
research using both current is- the Florida collection, will now
sues and back issues of remain open until 9 p.m. MoQmagazines had to first locate the day through Thursday.
The Library staff developed
current issue alphabetically by
tit!(;, on "the second-floor, then and will be ·team-teaching a
the bound journal on the course, "The Use of the Library" (LLI 200) in the College
fourth-floor by call number.
"Now they are all ori the of Language Literature. It will
fourth-floor arranged by call cover such topics as indexes,
number," ·he said. "We think
for the -user this will be better.
No back ~nd forth between
flo.o rs."
The only magazines on display now are sixty of the most
popular as determined by a
reading room survey. They are
also on the fourth-floor.
As soon as the necessary
shelves arrive, government
documents will be moved from
the fourth-floor to the secondfloor. Robison said, this will
make them more accessable to
the students.
"Any student is going to be
remissed if he doesn't use
government documents in adBy Andrea Harris
Oracle Staff Writer

Students earn
CLEP credits
Of more than 2,000 new
- USF students, 713 opted to
· take the College Level
Examination Program (CLEP)
this summer during Focus.
Tables show 82 per cent of
the students tested earned nine
credit hours or more. Almost
two thirds earned 18 hours and
about one in lO earned the
equivalent of a year of college
work :_

0

The CLEP tests consist of
five exa~inations in general
education. Any students who
perform in the top 50 per cent
of a norm table may receive
·
credit in an area.
ble
eligi_
were
· New freshmen
to earn up to 45 credit hours by
scoring in the 50th percentile in
English, math, natural science,'
social science and humanities.
Any student gaining ' the 45
credit hours enters USF as a
sophomore.
CLEP test credit has been
available here for five years, but
until this summer was not
wideiy publicized and few
students took advantage of ir.
Last Tuesday, 420 ·students
unable to be tested during the
summer were given the CLE;P.
According to Linda Erickson,
,. assistant to the Vice President
for Student Affairs, the resu lts .
· may not be known for a month.

'We don't have the specialized research collections
"
that a university needs.'
--Dennis Robison,
Asst. Director

1

USF and UF have about the
sa!Jle enrollment. -

"What we have," said
Robison, "is a superb collection fortheundergraduat e. We
don't have _the specialized
research collections that a
university. needs."
imseem
may
figures
These
All of the changes in policy
dictionaries, encyclopedias and
pressive, but according · to were made in an effort to comcard catalogs. "Most of this is
Robison they are inadequate bine efficiency · and atthe
· to
oriented
compared to the more tractiveness, and at the same
when
undergraduate,'' Robison said. ·
than one mjllion books in the time to make the library com"We need a new library," he
University of Florida (UF) prehensible. But they are temsaid, and · plans for the
Library. This cannot be ac- porary measures ("We're really
construction of one are
counted for by _a difference in · just biding our time") until the
underway. The present lilirary
the number of students because new library is built.
was originally built for
250,000 volumes, it now
WELCOME BACK
contains 330,000 and it will
STUDENTS
contain 500,000 before the
new library is completed.

IVERSITY HOUSE OF
SANDWICH

. 2324 E. FLETCHER

YANKEE
FRIED CHICKEN

DON'S TEXACO
CORNER 30th & FQWLER

• u:.HAUL RENTALS • MINOR REPAIRS
• S&H GREEN ·STAMPS
• CAR RENTALS
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Classifie d Ads
Personals

For Rent

Miscellaneous

Investors needed for Bar and Real
1-~~tate near USF . 971-6861 .

Air Conditioned furnished room for
rent- walk to USF, quiet. Upper level
male students only. Call 988-7667.

·1·As I'Y-HEAl,'IHFULDELICIOUS
Are vou takin!? the finest sovhcan
protein available? For I 5t per da~ vou
could he takinJ? 97 .7% protein : Call
988-7814.

Help Wanted
3 Male "(~vrn Leaders" for YMCA
work . One needs to he 21 and willinir
to take charJ?e of proJ?rarn. Chauffeurs
license helpful. 20 Hrs/ week . 2-6 :30
Mon-Fri. 1.80/ hr. Call Leonard ·
Leed v 229-651 7.

NORTHSl[)E
VILLAS
Apartments-Near USF. new 1 & 2 BR
apes .. furnished or unfurnished . ·ww
shaJ? carpet. AC. Dishwasher. rec"area
with 2 pools. 2 saunas. tennis courts &
laund rv. ( ;E appliances. S I 35 & up.
Office hours: 8 AM-6 PM . Skipper
A,ve. E. ofNehraska . Phone 971-5236 .

Motorcycles
& Scooters

Pizza Hut Technician. Must be 21.
988-0008. 8600 N. 56th St., Temple
Terrace.

Honda ' 71 CM 70 Electra Start. i°800
miles. Like new. $195. 949-6071 .
Custom Chopper: 3 Wheeler .
HARLEY 49 cu . in. enJ?ine. Beautiful.
$ 1800 or offer. PHONE 971-4506
after 5:30.

Need a sitter for 14-month daughter
while I ta,ke 12 to 1 class, M, W, & R or
F. Prefer my home-· Carrollwood possibly yours. 935-8904.

Services Offered
PROFESSION AL TYPIST - IBM
Selectric II with carbon rihhon & type
chanJ?es. TU RABI AN USF or other✓
stvle manuals. Experienced : term
papers. thesis. resumes. etc. Ph . 9716041 after 6 P.M.: all day weekends- 5
minutes from USF.
TYPING - FAST. NEAT.
ACCURATE. All tvpes of work.
Nina Schiro. 11110 · N . 22nd St.
971$2139. If so answer. 235-3261
Creative PHOTOGRAPHY l)istinctive portraiture. weddinJ?s.
Also need models. some speculation.
some paid-for commercial. J?lamour
work . Michael Campbell. ph . 2333561.

Real Estate
4 Bil Water Front
Bay Crest Park
All comforts of Fla livinJ?. Has scrnd
porch. farn rm w/ fireplace. dhl J?ar.
hoat dock . Low 40s. Call Bud Manke
Assoc .. Tarn- Bav Realtv . Res. 8840371. Off 876-2404.
.
Classic 2 story Colonial. 5 BR.
completely carpeted. cen. air & heat.
larJ?e shaded lot. prime location,
immediate occupancy. 305 Ben Avon
Dr., Temple Terrace. $47.500. hv
owner. 988-1821 .
·

Automotive
AC Cobra: 1964: 289 cu. in .: serial no .
CSX219 I: $5800 or offer. Seriotis
callers onlv. please. 971-4506 after
5:~0.
1970 M(; MIDG ET-Excellent
condition : $1400 - will finance. See at
MustanJ? Mobile Hom<:s. 10914 N .
Nebraska Ave .. Tampa.
Want a classic 1962 M(;A MKl600?
New inspection sticker. needs fuel
. pump. UOO cash. C~ll Boh. 971-7147
eveninJ?s.
'70 Volvo. 142S. 4sp. AC. radio.
NEW TIRES. I owner. serviced hy
Authorized dealer. low · mileaJ?e. in
excel)ent condition. $2700. 236-842 1
eveninJ?s.

FILM ART SERIES

Ml BACK YARD

2 MILES S. OF BUSCH
GARDENS - ON THE RIVER

~ICIIICICIC

PIZZA

The Infirmary Tap

•
Fov.-ler Ave. East

· People Read Classifieds
YOU ARE!!
This space only
$1
Musical
Instruments

Got
Something
To Sell

·(;ihson J-l 60E Flattop J?uitarand case.
Excellent condition. 988-20 I 9.

Misc. for Sale
FONTANA HALL MEAL
TICKET
For Sale. Will accept $200. For First
Quarter. Monday throuJ?h Fridav.
Write J.K.L. . 96 North WashinJ?t~n
Dr .. Sarasota. 33577.

PIZZA

PIZZA

PIZZA

PIZZA
DOMINO'S

971-7 875
-.

-------------------·
Mail or bring AD
with remittance
LAN 472

• •

Russian portable tvpewriter- Oly~pia
$100. After 4 p.m. call 949- flf32 .

USE THE.

FiherJ?lass sailboat-I 7· feet. Dacron
_sails. trailer: $950. 236-1871.

Misc: Wanted

ORACLE

WE WILL BUY ANYTHIN(~.
Come hy MENARD PAWN and
(;Wr SHOP. '!4038 N . Florida Ave.
Free J?ift to students. 935-7743 .

Classified
Section!!

TAPE
RECORDS -

PARTY FAVotlS
PEEPSHOWS

311S IUSCII ·.,vo.
HOURS: 10-10 P.M.

NEBRASKA . AT FOWLER 971-0007

NOW SHOWING
Homer's audacious odyssey.

~

50_(

v

-

Sextorically -·
1, . . Hysterical
~" Sexterically
Historica .

WED. SEPT. 20
THURS. SEPT. 21
7, 9, 1l p.m. LAN 103

2 glasses of draft
for the price of 1

PIZZA

Clearwater commuter. My car or share. ·
Days and some night classes. Please call
Clearwater 446-5 611.

FILMS
NOVELTIES

MON., TUES., WED., THURS ., FRI.
FROM 3 p.m. ~ 5 p.m. ONLY

Heads

Rides

DEALER OF EROTIC
MAGAZINES

I

PIZZA

Married couple to care for J?rounds in
return for free rent plus small salarv .
988-0701.

Wanted: DRUM TEACHER. Call
971-1671 after 7 p.m.

-

2 for 1

EVERY WEEKDAY

CLOCK ·
·woRKBLUE
CONTINUou·s SHOWS FROM 11 :45 a .m.
MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY & SA TURDA y

Oracle office

J.
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Placement, guidance services move
By Tom Palmer
Oracle Staff Writer

This fall, USF will have the
"best coordination of guidance
an y where," according to Dr.
Ed Allen, director of the
Counseling Center for Human
Development.
Underthe newly-established
Personal Resource Center,
USF stud eh ts will be able to get
all of th_eir career counseling,
job placement and academic advising and testing in one build.:.
ing--the Andros Classroom
.
Building (AOC).
The new operation will include the Counseling Center
for · Human Developmerit,
already located in the AOC, the
Career Planning and Placement
Center and Cooperative
•
Education. Services.
Allen said if all goes well, the
move should_ be finished by the
end of_ this week and the center
will .be ready: to begin
operations.
Allen emphasized, however,
that each of these services will .
remam as separate entities

.

students into jobs for which
they are prepared and in which
·
they will be satisfied.
Another impitovement will
be the consolidation of the lib- .
raries of Career Planning and
Placement and Cooperative
Education Services (Co-op),
providing information on employers and a general overview
of the job market, which will
constantly be updated by the
·
staff.
1
Co-op Director George
Miller described the consolidation as ~ "cross help ·
situation" and added that his
th~
in
."F"
as
computed
was
Pres. Cecil Mackey has
grade average of undergraduate office will refer srudents to
Student
a
approved
Government (SG) proposal · students but not coniputed into plac;ement and said hie expects
the average of graduate to have students referted to him
which replaces an "X" grade
by them.
students.
with an "I" for "authorized"
Miller said his office1serves to
Class instructors set the time
failure to meet the requirements
co-op employment for
provide
limit · for removing tl!e "I "
of a course.
in alternating •quarters
students
grade. This time limit may. not
field.
job
their
in
The new policy, effective . exceed tnree quarters or time of ·
the emphasis was
past,
the
In
graduation, whichever comes
this quarter, states ~the "I"
but Miller said
engineering,
on
first.
grade will not be computed ii)
majoring in
students
now
that
"I" grades which are not
the gr:ipe point average of
atitd even
education
business,
removed by the end of the time
either undergraduate or
from
jobs
getting
are
arts
the
graduate students. Previously,
limitation will be converted to
office.
his
"F" or "U" .
the "X" grade until removed

under Vice Pres. for Student
Affairs Joe Howell.
Services will be coordinated
by a Personal Resources Coordinating Committee, chaired
by Allen, which will be broken
up into seven task groups to include people from other agencies on campus, · such as
academic advising.
For students, the Personal

Resource Center will act as a
referral service so that any
student who is undecided about
a career, academic or personal
problem can get help.
"Our goal is that if anybody
·is undecided, they will be encouraged to go the full circuit,"
·Allen said.
One of the main targets of
the center will be to get

·/Mackey OKs X' _policyl

Any student with
academic or personal
problems · can get
help.

He said they plan rnntinuous
expansion in recru1tmg
minority students and added
that special emphasis will · be
placed this year on serving the
needs of women seeking co-op
placement.
Under the Personal
Resources Center's program,
students will be able. to visit
members of the faculty and the
local business community in
the field in which they 're maJonng.
In addition, a Community
Resources Committee will be
set up to utilize community
resources to provide orientation for any student wishing
to find out what's happening in
their field.
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AEGEAN V·EARBOOK
SALE
ON
Beginni ng October 2
·Everyday
in the U.C .. (9 AM - -4 PM )
Argos and Andros Centers (4 -_6 PM)
LAN 472 (9 AM - 4 PM)
.

.

1. Seniors get FR~E mailing! !!
2. Jrs .., Soph., Fr~sh._Get a FR££ sitting fee if you buy 11 ·book.
3. All organizations will be included free.
• 4. New, ftrst year events will cover from Qtr. I registration all the way through to June graduation.
RESERVE YOUR
No more 112 year books. ·

COPY

l

NOW!!

$

RESERVE NOW

·

Books will arrive after June graduat ion, therefore no copi es can be picked up later.

Only
.§
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